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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM, 12V 

1. The 12 system supplies 12V power to all 12V items when driving or parked.
2. For typical 12V amps usage, please see the "Typical Electrical Requirements" sheet.
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3. The only item that continuously draws power form the Extra Battery is the Propane/Smoke Detector, and C.O.
Detector. They draw a total of 9 amps per 24 hours.

4. See your van operators manual for the van's 12V system.

12V FUSES & CIRCUIT BREAKER LOCATIONS

1. See "12V Distribution Center" drawing above and separate "12V Schematic" sheet. Other 12V fuse locations:
.Ceiling Lights - At front upper opening of top, drivers side 
.CB - In Overhead Cab Module 
.Water Pump - Next to pump 
.Starcool Air Conditioner - Under dash, also see StarCool information sheets. 

2. If new fuse blows when installed, have wiring checked for a short, or check appliance ground. If new fuse is
installed and appliance does not operate, check that the ground wire is properly installed.

3. A Manual/Reset circuit Breaker, 40 amp, is located by the 12V fuse block. To reset - depress small plunger on
side of breaker. If it continues to "trip", have a technician check for a short circuit.

ISOLATOR 
1. The isolator prevents your van's starting battery from being discharged when you are parked. The only

Sportsmobile item that is wired into the van's starting battery, is the cab ceiling dome light.

POWER CONVERTER/BATTERY CHARGER 
1. The Todd Engineering Power Converter/Battery Charger includes some unique features. It will safely '1urbo

charge" your Extra Battery in several hours, while others will trickle charge over a couple of days. It also
produces less heat when a heavy 12V load is present.

2. The Converter/Charger provides 12V power to the Extra Battery and 12V lights, fan, water pump, etc.
when 11 OV power is present.

3. The converter, when supplying large amounts of power will become warm. This is a normal occurrence. It
is important that the area around the converter be left open, for adequate ventilation.
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